
This month begins the Water unit of study! 
Activities throughout the unit allow children 

to learn about water through hands-on 
explorations and provide opportunities to 

observe water in their immediate 
environment. We will take a look at how 

water is a large part of our everyday lives. 
As the weather changes according to the 

season, we will use these changes to 
observe, draw, paint and discuss rain, snow, 
puddles, storms, etc. Students will observe, 

discuss and explore water in their 
classrooms and throughout their 

environment such as bodies of water and 
weather. We will also observe changes in 
water temperature. We will explore and 

observe ice and water at different 
temperatures. Children will think about how 
objects are affected when they are placed in 

water (sink and float). They will have the 
opportunity to learn about substances that 
dissolve or expand in water (like salt and 
sponges). Additionally,  children will have 
learning experiences and do activities that 
encourage them to think about how water 

helps living things.  
 
 
 
 

Books To Read At Home: 
It’s Raining! by Gail Gibbons 

Anna Carries Water by Olive Senior 
Come on Rain! by Karen Hesse 

A Cool Drink of Water by Barbara 
Kerley 

Who Sank the Boat? by Pamela Allen
    

Vocabulary for the Unit 
absorb •beach •boat •boil •captain •cloud 
•deep •dissolve •diver •drenched •drink 
•environment•evaporate •faucet •float •form 
•fountain •freeze •gas •hail •ice •island •lake 
•liquid •melt •meteorologist •mist •ocean 
•pond •precipitation •puddle •repel •river 
•sailor •sea •shallow •sink 
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Help Wanted: 
If you have any extra of the following to support 
our water unit, donations are always welcome!! 
*sponges, measuring cups, water color paints, 

food coloring, egg cartons, ice trays, cotton balls, 
straws, cardboard paper towel and toilet paper 
tubes, fishing toys, beach toys, buckets, empty 

detergent bottles,	 

Parent teacher conferences will 
be held virtually on Thursday 

March 9. 
Please refer to the email sent by  

Mr. Paolano for the steps to 
follow to set up your appointment 
time and sign up for translation if 

necessary. 
Important Dates:  

3/9 -  1/2 Day Students – Parent Teacher Conf 
3/21-3k/PK Family Engagement “Lets Get 
Talking” 
3/21-Family Fitness Night 3-5pm 
3/28- CS Family Engagement 2:30 
3/31 – A Night of Music and Dance 5pm 
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